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The experimental investigation has been carried out to inquire into the
flow around a rinite_span circular cylinder with tangential b10wingo lt was
tound that the flow was three―dimensional almost over the whole span as far
as the used model is concerned. The Flow separated froni the cylinder sur―
Face extremely early near the tip and root of the model. The boundary layer
control by means of iet―b10Wing is extremely difficult there, especially near
the tiP. The performance ot the finite―span cylinder with blowing was found
to be poor.
l  lnhduction
口p to date there are many investigations concerning the flow around the circular
cylinder with blowing in two―di ensional flowo They are very iinportant to obtain
the fundamental data appling to a lift―augmented airfoil, fihn cooling, fluidics
and so on.
However many of the flow around an object in practice separate froni the surface
of it and are threc―dimensional. The reason is thought to be caused by the shape
and finiteness of the span of the object.
Hence, the flo、v field, where the jet is blown into the separated and hree―d ―
mensional flow, is profoundly interesting to investigate cxperiinentally. Also it is
significant to investigate he effects of the tip and root of the cylinder on the flow
arouHld it because of difficulty of estiinating the degrec of those effects theoreti―
cally.
In this report, 、ve describe the experirnental results obtailled by using a finite―
span circular cylinder with tangential blowing of air in unifor■l flow.
2  Nomenclatures
B = Span of the l■odel,
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曳=TOtal tt coeff?凱t(=  );
党 =TOtal lift c∝m詭?(=  );
Cp= Static―pressure coefficient ( =―
五厖,とア五テτl生
___),
Cμ= Momentum coefficient of jet( =Mh
1/2ρ∞UごD
D = I)iameter of the cylinder ;
h = Width of the slot,
M=Momentum of iet at the outlet of the slot,
Ps = Staticipressure on the cylindeF Surface ;
P∞= Staticipressure in the willd tuanel,
Re= Reynolds number( =―どサ|二上― ),
Z
θ
θ
θ
,
え
ρ∞
露 Distance fro■l thelid―span in spanwise direction (the starboard is plus),
=Angle measured cl∝kwise from lれe leading edge(Fig,2),
= Ang11lar positiOn of lhe slot,
= Angular position of the static―pressure hole measured clockwise from the slot,
= Aspect ratio ;
alld ν∞= Density and kinematic viscosity c∝ff ient f air in the wind tunnel,
respectively,
3 Experiinental installIElent and method
The assembly drawing of the model
is shown in Fig.1.The model collsiSts
of a vertically wide and streamlined
body, two circular cylinders and a
supporting system.  The span of the
model is 571 Hlln and the body is in―
stalled at the■lid―span of the model.
This body has dimellsions of 60■1 n n
width,713 ■1ln in length and 360 ■1=n
in height.Th hollow strut is con―
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Fig,l Assembly drawing oF the model.
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nected to the body and is fixed on the three―component balance belo、v he tunnel
floor after passing through it.
The compressed air, stored in an air―tank, is supplied equally into insides of the
cylinders on both sides of the body through the strut and is blown dowllstream as
jet from he slot along a cylinder surface. The width of this slot is collstant, 0.55
寇1ln,Over the span from 12z/BI = 0・105 to O.930. The tips of he model are not
sharp edge but ellわtical arc for air to flow smoothly around there,
The cross―seCtiOn of circular cyhnders used in this experiment is shown in Fig.2.
The sectional shape has the same size and structure as that already used.1)The
model has 150 static―pressure holes, in all,on he cylユIlder surface circumferencially
distributed at various spanwise sections as shown in Table I.
Table I Angular and sPanwise positions
of the static―pressure holes.
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Fig. 2 cross―sectio4 0f the cylinder.
The performance of the、vind tunn l
used fOr the experilnent is described
in the reference 2),and iS nOt repeated
here. The experilnental conditions are
shown in Table Ⅱ.
The measurements of aerodynamic
force,total lift and drag acting on the
Table tt Experimental conditions.
model、vere made by means of three―comp nent balance. These measured values
include the drag of the pylon and the reaction force caused by the blo、7n iet, The
drag acting on the pylon、vas deter■?ned by applying the momentum theorem to
the measured velocity profile in the 、vake of the pylon. The value of this drag
was subtracted froni the value of the drag measured by means of the balance.
The circumferencial and spanwise statモpーreSSure distributiolls on the cylinder
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surface were measured to deterHline the characteristic values and to illvestigate the
flow near the tip and root of the model. Moreover the visualization of the stream―
line on the cylinder surface was made by meaコs of oil―fiow method. It is useful to
know the flow around the cylinder intuitively.
4 Results and Discussio■
The circtlmferential static―pressure distributions on the cylinder surface at three
spanwise sections are shown in Fig.3. The distributions at the rows of No.3 and
9 vary so much in the rear part of the cylinder. It is found that the static=pressure
gradient is very large at each span、vise section,especially at the rows of No.3 and 9,
and the separation of flow is early in the neighborhoods of the tip and root of the
model,  Also the drops of the static―ressur  are shown downstream the separation
points at the rows of No.3 and 9. It is thought that these drOps are due to the
vortices trailing downstream from the cylinder surface.  This is described later.
The flow around the cylinder seemsコo
longer to be two―dimerlsional ahnost
over the whole span.
The relations between Cl, Cd and
Re=2.56X105
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Fig。3 Static―pressure disttibutions around
the cylinder.
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Fig。4 Relations between Cl ,Cd and Cト
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Cμ are shown h Fig.4.The values of Cl and Cd are determined respect?ely from
total lift and drag of the model measured by means of the balance. The square
symbols in this figure indicate he values deter■lined froHl the tatic―pressure dis―
tributions at the■lid―span of the cylinder which spanned the whole width of the
wind tunnel with aspect ratio of 8. These values are corrected by considering the
thrust due tO the blown jet and approxilnately regarded as the values in two―
dimellsional flow.
The larger the Cr is,the larger the val■e of Cl is,  The relation is mollotoコous.
However, the rate of increasc of CI against Cμ is very small compared with that
in two―diェmellsional flow.
On the other hand,when Cμ becomes large,Cd becomes very large compared with
the value of Cd in two―diine sional flo、v.  It is expected froni this result that the
large induced drag is acting on the cylinder.
Therefore the values of C /Cd are very small in the case of the finite―span
cylinder(Fig.5).
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Fig.5 Relation between C1/Cd and Cμ
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The polar diagraF1 0f lift and drag
is shown in Fig。6. The performance   ig.6
of this model as a wing is not so g∞d.
It is also found that the large induced drag is acting on the cylinder.
The reason of this poor performance is thought that C】 and Cd are the me n
values over the whole span and they are influenced by the three―diln nsional effect
duc to the tip and root of the rnodel.
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Polar diagram of lift and drag.
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In Figs.4, 5 and 6 the difference due to R  is mot recognized and the scattering
of data seems to be within experiinental error.
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Fig.7 Separation line on the cylinder surFace.
The spanwise separation line on the cylinder surface is shown in Fig。 7. The
symbols indicate the separation points obtained from the circumferential static―
pressure distributions on the cylinder surface and the dotted line indicates the
separation line obtained by making reference to the result Of the oil―flo、v meth d
(see Fig。8).
It is found fronl these figures that the separation of flow is comparatively early
in the neighborh∞ds of the tip and root, and two strong voftices rolling in opposite
directions eaCh other are formed on he cylinder surfaceo The carly separation mear
the r∞t is caused by the l■terference of the boundary layer developed on the
surface of the body and cylinder,
On tte Oher hand,the flow at the tip of the cylinder seems to separate just
downstream of the sloto The iet b10wn fЮm the slot has much mometum. But the
surrounding air is entrained into the part between the jet and the cylinder surface
入=5.7
Re=2.56X105 Oj〓105°
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frona the tip.This entrained floヽv cancels
out Coanda effecto Hence the threediln―
ensionality of the fbw near the tip is
more gro、〃n than that acar the root.
The flow at the section of 2z/B=0・44
branches a、vay in two 、vays.  It is
caused by a stay set in the inSide of
the slot to keep the slot―wid  cons ant.
The  flo、v aroulld the  finite―span
circular cylinder is three―dilnensional
alinost Over the whole span in this way.
Ho、vevr it may be thought that the
flo、v is more likely t、vo―dilnensional in
the nelghborhood of 2z/B = 0・5 i the
model、vithout a stay is used.
The equ■static―pressure lines on the
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Fig。 8 0i卜flow line on the cylinder surface.
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Fig。9 Equ■static―pressure lines on the cylinder surface.
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cyhnder surface are shown in Fig。9. These lines are not straight but wavy ahnost
ovre the whole span,  The dotted lines indicate sOme uncertainty because they are
drawn by making refereace to Fig。8. The adverse pressure gradient is strong just
downstream of the slot in the neighborhoods of the tttp and root. There are tlvo
portions of lo、v static―pressure in the neighborhoods of the tip and root in the
regions of θ ≒ 200°.  They are corresponding to the results mentioned abOve, that
is, there are two vOrtices trailing downstreanl, rolling in OppoSite directions each
other.
5 Concluding rerElarks
The flo、v around a finite―spa  circular cylinder is three―dilnen ional allnost Over
the whole span in this model. The tip―effect is more do■linant than the effect of
the body. The stay set inside of the slot alSO has an effect on the flow outside Of
the slot.
As a whole, the performance of the finite―span cylinder w h blowing is very
poor, which suggests that the total drag includes large induced drag.
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